Feeding San Diego Volunteer Opportunity
Title:

Volunteer Driver

Volunteer Type:

Remote volunteer

Department(s):

Programs & Volunteer

Reports To:

Kerri Kolarik

Time Commitment:

Hours vary weekly, volunteer through February 2020 with
opportunity to support beyond

Major Responsibilities/Tasks
Feeding San Diego works with more than 180 neighborhood partners to provide food
and other hunger-relief resources to neighborhoods throughout San Diego County. Help
support our neighborhood partners by picking up and delivering donated food through
the MealConnect platform to ensure that partner agencies of all sizes and distribution
methods can access food from retailers and restaurants that would otherwise go to
waste. Provide information and a customer service experience that encourages donors
to begin, continue, or grow their involvement with hunger relief. Have the ability to lift 25
or more pounds. Volunteers will have the ability to set service area and hour availability.
Required Qualifications






Friendly, customer service oriented
Helpful and flexible schedule
Must provide your own transportation, with proof of license
Must be 18 years or older
Must own a smart phone

Benefits to Middle Mile Volunteer
Leadership volunteer will receive an orientation and training from FSD, which will
provide not only a functioning knowledge of the organization but also an education on
the state of hunger in San Diego. Training will also include interacting with donors and
venders, proper lifting techniques and food safety policies.

Help increase capacity to rescue and diversify food sources and visibility in the
community for ways to combat hunger and food waste.
Volunteer hours will be logged and service letters are available upon completion of
minimum time commitment (upon request).
Directly see the impact of your help on the partner agencies that make our mission
possible.

Preferred Abilities



Food bank or previous volunteer experience
Food handler card

Training Schedule
FSD Leadership Orientations will be scheduled by the Volunteer Programs Manager.
This orientation provides volunteers with an understanding of Feeding San Diego as a
whole before your role specific training.
How to Apply
Please complete the Volunteer Application and email it to Sam Duke, Volunteer
Programs Manager at volunteersd@feedingamericasd.org. Include Middle Mile
Volunteer in the subject line of the email. Qualified candidates will be contacted for an in
person interview.

